2015 Chung Yuan Christian University
Program of Activities for General Education

2015 Chung Yuan Christian University 伍藝思 Art Festival
“Emotions & Arts” Film Festival
Date/Time

Program
Lecturer: Ping-Hung, Cheng (Ryan)
Topic: Post-screening discussion of

Venue

‘The Fault in Our

Stars’- Romance in Hollywood
Movie: “The Fault in Our Stars”

April 27th,2015 (Mon)
18:30-21:00
(Admission Time:
18:00)
★included GE PASS

Summary: Adapted from the best-selling novel of the same
name which is explored the joy of life, fear, sadness and
impermanence. This world might not be so wonderful and
with no regret for Heather and Augustus. They are Concert Hall
confidant as same as two stars colliding with each other,
also a new burst of light. When faced the unpredictable
journey in their life, perhaps it will cost their life in
exchange for love, what changes will bring to them
eventually?

Lecturer: Left handed (Mike)
Topic: Welcome to The Grand Budapest Hotel
Movie: “ The Grand Budapest Hotel”

April 28th,2015 (Tue)
18:30-21:00
(Admission Time:
18:00)
★included GE PASS

Summary: During the World War II, The Grand Budapest
Hotel was hit for political and business celebrity all want
to live in here.There is a porter Garth Taff has got trouble,
his confidante D elderly lady suddenly died and remained
Concert Hall
huge heritage to him. That’s caused dissatisfaction of Mrs.
D family and Gangster wants to kill and arrested him.
Fortunately, the young new door Garth Taff’s housing
Zeno has been taught submissive, collaborated to help
him, but with no FaceBook connection time, how could
he go through the predicament from other hotels help?

Date/Time

Program

Venue

Lecturer: Kuang-Chueh, Li (Knee)
Topic: Lego bring you Parody

Movie: “ The Lego Movie”
Summary: The story is about an evil tyrant want to destroy
th

April 29 ,2015 (Wed)
18:30-21:00
(Admission Time:
18:00)
★included GE PASS

the whole universe and a wise men follow the mode from
“the Lord of the Rings” Gandalf to find an unknown
engineer Amit. He doesn’t have extraordinary super powers Concert Hall
and have no shiny appearance, only he have is just a
dazzling orange overalls, but was entrusted the
responsibility to save the world. He also felt weird but has
been living in the circumstances already, he doesn’t have
any choice. How can he save the imminent collapse of the
Lego world?

Music/Theater/Dance
Date/Time
May 4th, 2015 (Mon)19:00
(Admission Time: 18:30)
★included GE PASS

May 6th, 2015 (Wed)
12:45~14:00
★included GE PASS
May 7th,2015(Thu)
15:45~17:00
★included GE PASS

May 12th,2015(Tue) 19:00
(Admission Time: 18:20)
★included GE PASS

May 14th,2015(Thu) 19:00
(Admission Time: 18:30)
★included GE PASS

Program
Manzai-Comedy
“ Dacon.come Laugh Live Show”
Give a two-man comic show, with one
speaking or singing while hiding
behind the other who does the acting;
one sings while the other acts.

Venue

Concert Hall

Ai Ling
“Ai Ling Sai's Harp Journey”
The performer will play 9 songs with
harp including brief introduction about
the show.
Wu Zhao Nan Xiang Sheng & Theater
Association

“www.Xiang Sheng.com ”
The performance about comic dialogue,
bamboo clapper, group crosstalk and
storytelling.
“The Telephone ”Music and Opera
The Telephone is a one act play which
composed in 1947 as a curtain raiser for
The Medium. Menotti wrote all the text
in this opera himself. Although The
Telephone is short, the structure is
complete.

Arts Salon

Chung Cheng Hall
( For tickets, please
contact the Center for
General Education . )

Concert Hall

Date/Time
May 16th,2015(Sat)
14:00~17:00
★included GE PASS

Program
“Race for High School of North
District”

Venue
Gymnasium

STORY WORKS
“ 2015 Three Storytellers”

May 18th,2015(Mon) 19:00
(Admission Time: 18:20)
★included GE PASS

May 20th,2015(Wed) 19:00
(Admission Time: 18:30)
★included GE PASS

Three storytellers, who detest each
other, meet on stage to fight for a
chance to give performance. They spare
no efforts to play their best cards: court
trial, news broadcasting, light show,
mime, and two-man act, brilliantly
deconstructing four Chinese love
legends.

“ Rock N Roll Concert ”

Chung Cheng Hall
( For tickets, please
contact the Center for
General Education . )

Concert Hall

Taiwan National Choir
“ The Magic Flute”
th

May 21 ,2015(Thu) 19:00
(Admission Time: 18:30)
★included GE PASS

Mozart opera in which put a lot of
elements, he combines the eighteenth
century ago in Germany, Austria, Italy,
France and other countries are unique
variety of musical forms and theatrical
performance practices make it richer
musical language.

Concert Hall

Guo Guang Opera Company
“全本白蛇傳”
May 28th,2015(Thu) 19:00
(Admission Time: 18:30)
★included GE PASS

The white snake is one of the most
popular traditional Beijing operas
which based on a story handed down
from Ming dynasty.

Concert Hall

Lectures of Humanities Series－
－70th anniversary of the end of World War II
Brief introduction :
This year is 70th anniversary of the end of World War II. We invited the professors who are professional
in historical field of university. To bring up students the culture thinking and more value the importance of
humanistic society, also through the interactive discussion on speech, encourage them to take the initiative
to critical thinking, more in-depth understanding and experience of the background in that time.

Date/Time

Lecturer

Topic

Place

March 23th, 2015(Mon)
19:00-21:00
( Admission Time: 18:30)
★included GE PASS

Shao-Li, Lu

March 24th, 2015(Tue)
19:00-21:00
( Admission Time: 18:30)
★included GE PASS

Wei-Kai, Liu

《Chinese Air Force during the
war》

Reili Chapel

Chun-Shan, Li

《Sino-Japanese war and
the hegemony competitions
around the Pacific》

Concert Hall

March 26th, 2015(Thu)
19:00-21:00
( Admission Time: 18:30)
★included GE PASS

《Moo-t ћ g (Modern) and
Colonialism: The sense of
“modern” and its constraint in
modern Taiwanese daily life.》

Reili Chapel

Lecture of STSM (Science, Technology, Society and Medical)
Brief introduction :
"Science, Technology and Society” (called STS) is the recent emerging field of research, including
medical attention and social, gender and technology, communication and media technology, innovation
and sustainable economic development and other related issues.
Through various fields of specialization lecturers, giving students more opportunities to contact
Humanities and Social reflection and begin to think about the complex connection of those issues. Hope
can provide some integration points at CYCU which specialize in Science and Technology. For become
forward-looking and have ability of diverse thinking "Technology - social person" as the goal.

Date/Time
March 24th, 2015
(Tue)
13:00-15:00

Lecturer

Topic

Place

Che-Chia, Chang

《Renshen tushuo (Illustrated
Anatomy) and the Jesuit’s
Translation of Western
Anatomy》

Reili Chapel

Date/Time

Lecturer

Topic

Place

April 14th, 2015(Tue)
13:00-15:00

Shih-Yung, Liu

《Atom boy in human
mechanism》

Holistic Auditorium

Hsiang-Lin, Lei

《Tu Tsungming and the
Enigma concerning His
Holistic Auditorium
Approach to Traditional
Medicine in Colonial Taiwan》

Chih-Chin, Chin

It is just around us: the field
studies on science/technology,
and history

Concert Hall

Chen-Yung, Lin

Multiple Dimensions of
Social Scientific Issues

Reili Chapel

Wen-Yuan, Lin

Appropriate Technoscientific
and medical regime: An STS
Perspective

Holistic Auditorium

th

April 28 , 2015(Tue)
13:00-15:00
April 30th, 2015(Thu)
19:00-21:00
( Admission Time:
18:30)
★included GE PASS
June 2th, 2015(Tue)
19:00-21:00
( Admission Time:
18:30)
★included GE PASS
June 4th, 2015(Thu)
13:00-15:00

Popcorn cinema－
－V4 Central Europe Film Festival
-Brief Introduction:
Last year four nations which are the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland and Slovakia of the Visegrád
Group, held the V4 Film Festival in Taiwan for celebrate the tenth anniversary of accession to the EU. The
activity was popular and hit. Therefore this year 2015 will continue holding 2nd Film Festival. There are
eight films which is representative film of that country. English and Chinese subtitles are free to play.
Welcome to the European dream world!
-Date / Time: June 1st~10th. Please check the detail on website: http://cge.cycu.edu.tw.
-Venue: Chen Chih Hall 112 classroom

★Before 20 participants will get popcorn and cola for free! Please make sure you won’t miss it!
★The activity is not included in the GE PASS (General Education PASS)
Organizer: Center for General Education
Contact: Ms. Wan-Chien Wu (03)265-6871, Ms. Yu-Hsuan, Lin (03)265-6877.
Please visit: http://cge.cycu.edu.tw
※ Students could get GE Pass (General Education PASS) from the Center for General Education at
the end of the programs.
※ The seats of every auditorium are limited, please comply with the admission time.

